2015 IPE Photo/Video/Quote Contest

Eligible Students
2. CoE students who went abroad on any of the following experiences: study, work, internship, research, volunteer.
3. Current CoE students or recent graduates who meet qualifications 1 and 2
4. CoE students who participated in multiple abroad experiences during the terms listed above may only submit entries for one of their experiences. (For example, if you participated in a study abroad program and then a student org trip, you may submit entries for study abroad or the student org trip).

Contest Deadline
The deadline for the 2015 IPE Photo/Video/Quote Contest is November 6, 2015. Winners will be notified and prizes awarded in early Winter semester.

Photo Contest

Photo Contest Categories (Up to 2 photos may be submitted in each category)

1. Wolverines Abroad
Photographs submitted to this category should feature U-M Engineering students abroad. At least one U-M engineering student (you or others) must be in the photograph to qualify.

2. Host Country and Culture
Photographs submitted to this category should capture the culture, landscape, architecture and/or people of your host country.

3. Engineering in Action
Photographs submitted to this category should depict U-M Engineering students engaging with engineering projects and activities in the field.

Photo Guidelines (photos that are not saved according to these guidelines will not be accepted)

1. Saved as a TIF (.tif) or JPEG (.jpg) file at the highest quality possible
2. Formatted at a minimum of 2400 x 3000 (8.5x10 at 300dpi), preferably larger
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3. Save each photo in the following format: FirstLastName_PhotoCategory_Photo Title
(Example: JenniferJones_WolverinesAbroad_Brazil at Night.jpg)
4. Once photo has been saved in the format above, submit all photos through the M-Compass Questionnaire (see instructions below)

Steps for Submitting Photos

1. Log in to your M-Compass account for the experience for which you’d like to submit photos (example, study abroad program, co-curricular trip, internship, etc)
2. In your M-Compass checklist, select the Questionnaire called: “IPE Photo Contest”
3. Follow Questionnaire instructions for submitting photos.

Photo Contest Release and Authorization

In submitting your photos to the IPE Photo Contest, you confirm that:

“I have read, understand, and accept the rules of the IPE Photo Contest. I grant indefinite permission to IPE to duplicate, distribute, alter, and/or publish any of the photos I have submitted to help promote global education at the University of Michigan. I affirm that the information provided is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge and the photo(s) I am submitting is/are my own work.”

Video Contest

Video Guidelines

1. Students can submit up to 3 videos
2. Videos should be no more than 3 minutes in length (including the intro)
3. At least one U-M Engineering student must appear in the video
4. Edit your video! A little editing is easy with the appropriate software (iMovie, Final Cut Pro, Windows Movie Maker) and can greatly increase the quality of your video. Video editing software is available to CoE students for free in the Duderstadt Center.
5. Videos with copyrighted music will not be accepted.

Steps for Submitting Videos

1. Log in to your M-Compass account for the experience for which you’d like to submit videos
2. In your M-Compass checklist, select the Questionnaire called: “IPE Video Contest”
3. Complete the Questionnaire
4. You will receive an e-mail confirming next steps for submitting your video

Video Contest Release and Authorization

In submitting your photos to the IPE Video Contest, you confirm that:

“I have read, understand, and accept the rules of the IPE Video Contest. I grant indefinite permission to IPE to duplicate, distribute, alter, and/or publish any of the videos I have submitted to help promote global education at the University of Michigan. I affirm that the information provided is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge and the video(s) I am submitting is/are my own work.”
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Impact Pitch Contest (your best quote about your international experience)

Submit an “Impact Pitch”: describe the impact of your international experience in no more than 100 words. Excerpts from your Impact Pitch may appear on IPE marketing materials in future terms.

Steps for Submitting Impact Pitch

1. Log in to your M-Compass account for the experience for which you’d like to submit an Impact Pitch
2. In your M-Compass checklist, select the Questionnaire called: “IPE Impact Pitch Contest”
3. Complete the Questionnaire

Impact Pitch Contest Release and Authorization

In submitting your words to the IPE Impact Pitch Contest, you confirm that:

“I have read, understand, and accept the rules of the IPE Impact Pitch Contest. I grant indefinite permission to IPE to duplicate, distribute, alter, and/or publish any of the words I have submitted to help promote global education at the University of Michigan. I affirm that the information provided is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge and the words I am submitting are my own work.”